
 

To:  Vail Town Council 
 
From:  Dwight Henninger, Chief of Police 
  Daric Harvey, Operations Commander 
 
Date:  September 25, 2013 
 
Subject: Vail Village Loading and Delivery  
 

1. Evaluation of Issue 
 
A review of our loading and delivery plan was conducted in response to recent issues 
and community feedback. The Code Enforcement Officers, who routinely face this 
issue, feel that most delivery companies are following the ordinances currently in place. 
Though there are exceptions and the CEO’s are ticketing them when violations arise. 
Our records statistics seem to support this. The rules don’t require the use of the 
loading dock over our current in town delivery plan. The CEO’s have noticed the 
delivery companies prefer to drive into the village based on convenience and the time 
required to deliver goods. The delivery drivers with the larger vehicles start in the 
mountains in order to finish their routes in Denver at the end of the day and on street 
delivery allows for faster completion. Most drivers prefer to drive onto International 
Bridge instead of the loading dock because it is a more central location allowing them to 
get to their destination with goods sooner and begin the remainder of their routes. CEO 
start times on the weekend will be changed to coincide with the early morning deliveries 
to address any enforcement concerns during the early morning hours. 
 
Recently we addressed a concern in Lionshead that commercial vehicles from Charter 
Sports were parking next to the Marriott in a prohibited area/fire lane instead of using 
the dock. The Marriott suggested the sign be removed in order to allow parking, but the 
signage for the fire lane was verified as appropriate and needed to stay in place. Other 
than that, the system in place in Lionshead seems to be working. Charter Sports is 
working with the Marriott to meet their delivery needs without any changes to the 
existing system. 
 
Some of the community feedback concerns seem to be stemming more from lack of 
enforcement of the existing rules; however, timeframes and locations the complaints 
have been received were not in violation of those rules, which are as follows: 
 
Vail Village Rules 
4 am – 8:30 am may deliver on street on Hansen Ranch Road and Bridge 
4 am – 10:30 am may deliver on street on Gore Creek Drive 
5 am – 8 am may deliver on street on Meadow Drive 
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Couriers only areas may deliver to approved outlying areas in the Village between 6 am 
and 6 pm with checkpoint approval. 
 

2. Summary and Recommendation 
Millions of dollars have been spent by companies for the installation of loading docks 
which are not being used. The existing rules do not factor the recent completion of 
these docks in the enforcement plan. Delivery drivers should be required to use the 
loading docks and restrict or eliminate deliveries within the village core. The final piece 
of the loading and delivery system was completed at the Vail Village Phase III nearly 
two years ago so there has been ample time for the delivery drivers to adjust. 
 
 
 


